Market Dynamics – Part 1

Laws of Physics in Financial Markets

Physics laws shape the world we live in. Most of the observations we make, how we function as organisms as well as practically all biological processes are, in effect, tuned in harmony with these universal forces. There’s no escaping them and today’s most successful species have learned to use them to their advantage. In financial markets too, there are underlying forces an investor or trader has to know and needs to respect in order to be successful. This article series aims at exposing the underlying forces driving market dynamics while detaching them from their protruding visible consequences that are way better known to traders.

» In this article we focus on price gravitation as one of the most important drivers of market dynamics and how this force accounts for asymmetric volatility, market cycles and lots more. Next to that there’s a capacitive force in equity markets we’re going to examine. In these articles we mainly focus on cash and equity markets, characterised by a relative stable free float (number of existing shares in a market) and semi zero-sum effects.
(semi, because of trading costs). So we steer away from contract markets such as options and futures markets where the number of contracts or open interest, as it is often called, is far from being constant.

**Newtonian Finance**

Perhaps nature’s most prominent force is gravitation. In financial equity markets we can find a similar force we’ll call price gravitation. It can be deducted solely through logic from some basic axioms.

A quote is the result of a transaction. It is the price at which the last traded shares changed hands. The place at which an ask met a bid or the other way around. Suppose that a trader, let’s call him trader S(eller), originally bought 100 shares of stock for, let’s say, ten a share, totalling a sum of 1000 paid. Now, for a higher price to make it to the tape, some other trader B(uyer) will have to meet that new (higher) price, implying trader B will have to come up with more money. If the price jumps to 1100 because of that transaction, than trader B has paid 100 more than what trader S paid.

Several things follow from this. First of all, to see prices keep going up, ever more money is needed. No more money means no more higher prices. As an aside, if everybody interested has bought, nobody’s left to buy. Of course the availability of money is no guarantee that prices will go up, but it’s a necessary precondition for prices to be able to go up. Taken the other way around, no money is needed to let prices go down. Whatever trader B bought for 1100 (where he had to come up with the money), he can get rid of for 900 without any money constraint withholding him from doing this. So higher prices need more money, while lower prices don’t. Meet price gravity in the markets in its purest form. True, some of that money may be on margin, but nevertheless, it is money reserved. To the seller, who gets the money, it’s
The existence of the asymmetric volatility phenomenon in up markets vs. down markets (sometimes known as AVP) has been widely studied and confirmed, although no consensus exists as to the price drivers of the phenomenon. Its presence plays an important role in risk management and hedging strategies as well as options pricing. One of the difficult factors in identifying the causes of asymmetric volatility is separating out market-wide (systematic) factors from stock-specific (idiosyncratic) factors. Price gravity might shed some new light on this phenomenon. Horizontal axis is time, while vertical axis represents price in a) and probable payoff adjusted for risk in b).

Although media often talk about evaporating value in crashing markets, no money ever disappears. It appears that conditional volatility in equity markets is negatively correlated with returns. This can also be seen in Figure 2, where the %ATR (Average True Range) was added. This indicator skyrockets when the stock turns to the downside. You can probably see (Figure 1b) how we can relate this to asymmetric risk: Downside risk is higher than upside reward.

Thirdly, although media often talk about evaporating value in crashing markets, no money ever disappears. When trader B pays 1100 to trader S, the money merely changes pockets. If, after that, B sells his shares for 900, S still has 1100 in his hands. In effect, the only thing that happened was that 200 was extracted from that market. This brings us to the existence of a money flux. Sometimes money flows net into markets, at other times the flux is reversed and the net money flow is pointed outwards from the markets. This brings us to the next physical law in equity/cash markets.

Emotional Capacity
Money might always be in flux from and to the markets, the number of existing shares is a whole different story. Next to the fact that the number of shares is semi-constant (apart from capital operations), a simple axiom holds the basis of a conservational law in the markets we’ll address as emotional capacity.

Let’s start with the observation that a share always needs to have an owner. In almost all occasions this is a physical person or some financial vehicle owned by a physical person. In the markets, shares only change hands. In fact when we buy/sell shares we always do so from/to another (to-be) owner. In this regard, shares normally aren’t exchanged with the company they are representing. So much for ethical and ecological investments. Those companies aren’t even involved (except again during capital operations).

Back to the ownership axiom. From this, we can deduct the existence of a battery of emotions in a stock/sector/market. Looking at Figure 2, you’ll see that the lowest price was set on April 19th of 2013. At that exact moment in time, no shareholder on this chart/time
frame has a profit on his Apple (AAPL) stock (note that more than the total free float accumulated in volume on the chart before it hit rock bottom). For if that were true it would have need to be bought at a lower price. Which in turn is impossible because of the lowest price being set at that day. So every single share of AAPL stock was in the hands of an owner seeing it representing a loss in his/her portfolio. Now as time passes, shares were changing hands without a new lower price being hit. In this process, shares went from hands of owners holding it for a loss into the hands of owners never having witnessed the downtrend up to the lowest price. Fast forward to mid-June, where the total free float had passed the counter since the lowest price. That was the earliest time at which all owners could have been people not ever having witnessed the downtrend leading up to the April low. And indeed the stock took off to meet his horizontal channel a last time, before breaking out of it. So we don’t know if it will trust through, but if it does (as it did), we have a low risk high probability setup.

**Bottom-Line**

Shares are held by owners. Find out what those owners feel and how shares are changing hands and you can start measuring an emotion-flux. Or as in the example: A battery of pain emptying itself in the healing process during the horizontal bottoming out. In that regard, VWAP averages are very interesting to see where emotional lines are. Especially if we anchor them on a point distanced one free float of volume away to the left, from the right side of the chart.

This should also put in perspective the way technicians use (very) old gaps, support and resistance. These only work up to the point of accumulated volume relevance and perhaps some self-fulfilling prophecy effect.

**Stay Tuned**

Next time, we’ll delve into some more market physics and dynamics. «